UITP AWARDS 2019:
RTA SUPPORTS UITP IN HELPING SHOWCASE
PUBLIC TRANSPORT ACHIEVEMENTS

Brussels, 2nd April 2019

Every two years, UITP acknowledges ambitious and innovative public transport projects in cities and regions around the world.

This is a great opportunity for some healthy competition and benchmarking for those within the sector to see the latest and greatest achievements.

This year, the UITP Awards Programme is organised with the kind support of Roads and Transport Authority, Dubai, and a record amount of submissions have been received – in record time!

How did this year’s submissions work?

To be selected, projects must have taken place between May 2017 and June 2019, and had to fall into one of the following Award categories:

Design processes and products / Diversity and inclusion / Marketing campaign

Multimodal integration / Operational and technological excellence / Public and urban transport strategy

Smart funding, financing and business models / Young researchers
Our submissions have been received from all over the world, with innovative projects set to steal this year’s spotlight.

“RTA is proud to support the UITP Awards in 2019 – an award with a great reputation that showcases and acknowledges ambitious and innovative public transport projects in cities and regions around the world. RTA is collaborating with leading organisations and industries, providing the testing grounds for futuristic mobility means, and employing cutting-edge technologies that are transforming the mobility sector. From autonomous to shared mobility and addressing the first-and-last mile, our aim is to enhance customer experience, support the economy, protect the environment, and boost the quality of life.

At RTA we MAKE, MOVE, TRANSFORM.”

The Roads and Transport Authority
Dubai

Inspired by Dubai’s position as a global hub, RTA has embraced excellence and innovation to provide sustainable mobility solutions and is keen to support the progress of the transportation sector not only in UAE, but also regionally and globally.

So what’s next for our awards team?

An exclusive international jury are now assessing the submissions and will choose the winners, due to be unveiled at the 2019 UITP Awards ceremony during the next UITP Global Public Transport Summit (Stockholm, 9-12 June 2019).

“The UITP Awards have become known for showcasing ambitious and innovative projects in our sector. They highlight the brilliant work being done in public transport and help to achieve our vision of enhancing the quality of lives in urban areas. It is therefore not a surprise to see that this year’s edition has received a record number of submissions, standing as a testament to the many creative minds at work in public transport. I look forward to seeing the winners unveiled during the next UITP Summit in Stockholm this June.”

Pere Calvet
UITP President

Read all about the UITP Awards for 2019 on our dedicated page

Interested in seeing the winners take to the Stockholm stage? Register now and join your media colleagues to become part of our international press delegation!